Annotation. Analysis of the state of technical equipment and railway infrastructure in the example section of the Tashkent-Andijan shows the possibility of increasing the speed of passenger trains. The results can be used in the reconstruction of railways operating under similar conditions, in order to increase train speed.
INTRODUCTION
High-speed railway lines represent an integral system of a specialized rolling stock; and a railway track on which the speed of movement of trains, and safety requirement is higher than on the traditional railroads [2] .
In post-war Japan, similar integrated system was put into operation in 1964. The network of national high-speed, and high-speed railroads connecting large cities has been created in majority of the countries of Western Europe, Scandinavia, Southeast Asia, as well as in some countries of the Middle East and North America.
The high-speed movement of passenger trains is carried out since 2011 on lines with the general extent about 463 km. Uzbekistan, since 2011, has a high-speed railway line from TashkentSamarkand -Karshi. On sites where large-scale reconstruction of infrastructure are carried out, the train gathers speed to 150-180 km/h, and between settlements such as Yangiyer and Dashtobod, the maximum speed of the train reaches 250 km/h.
Completion of large-scale reconstruction, as well as construction of high-speed sites on the Samarkand -Bukhara railway line, and its electrification will allow room to organize high-speed movement of passenger trains on this site, with speed of 200-250 km/h. This brings the total length of the high-speed and high-speed railroads in Uzbekistan to excess of 700 km.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
With input in 2016, in operation of the new electrified railway line Angren-Pap in Uzbekistan will be created the uniform network of the railroads. There is the reality of organization of high-speed, and in the long-term of high-speed movement of passenger trains the use of the newly electrified railway line Angren-Pap, along Tashkent-Andijan route between Tashkent and Fergana Valley with of population more than 11 million people. The site of the Tashkent-Andijan railroad, according to experts, becomes an element of the high-speed land connection between Europe and Asia, along the international transport corridor of Southeast Asia -Western Europe [3, 8] .
High-speed movement of passenger trains from Tashkent to Andijan can be organized along two routes ( Fig. 1) : inside of the Tashkent area and the Kamchik pass along a uniform route of TashkentAngren-Pap; in Fergana Valley, from Pap station to Andijan station, by Pap-Namangan-Andijan or Pap-Kakand-Andijan, which can conditionally be designated as "northern" and "southern" options. Thus, the length of "northern" option is 43 km shorter than the "southern" option. For an assessment of options for the organization of the high-speed movement, is carried out the analysis of parameters of technical equipment and devices, construction of infrastructure, elements of longitudinal profile, and the site plan of the railroad.
Parameters of technical equipment assessment of the railroad site from Andijan station can be divided into four components:
-Tashkent-Angren (T-A);
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ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
For the analysis of parameters of elements of a longitudinal profile, the size of longitudinal biases is arranged in increasing order and distributed in side -altars of biases of 0.1‰ -6 ‰, 6.1‰ -9‰, 9.1‰ -12‰, 12.1‰ -18‰, 18.1‰ -21‰, 21.1‰-24‰, 24.1‰, and more. Thus, the total length of the elements corresponding to a certain range of size of longitudinal biases, and the share percentage of the total length of the railroad is determined. The graphic representation of distribution of the size of preferences of longitudinal profile in the specified ranges, and a share of total length of elements in them on separate sites is shown in fig. 2 .
The longitudinal profile analysis of the railroads shows that on the Angren-Pap site, the total length of the elements of longitudinal profile designed by biases more than 12 ‰ of 5.3%, including 29.7% of slopes greater than 24‰. On sites Tashkent -Angren, Pap Namangan -Andijan, Pap -KakandAndijan, the maximum longitudinal biases do not exceed 12‰ -15‰Thus, only on a site Angren Pap, can the speed of the movement of passenger trains be limited to a profile of a way. But for modern locomotives and electric trains such as "Uzbekistan" (made in China), or Talgo -250, this factor is not restricts and in subsequent calculations, it cannot be considered.
In the same way, on increasing parameters of elements of the plan, i.e. length of direct sites of a way (including direct inserts between adjacent curves) and radii of circular curves are ranged, their quantity and a share from total elements of the plan is defined.
The graphic representation of distribution of quantity of direct inserts and direct sites of a way, and also radii of circular curves on separate sites is shown in Fig. 3 and The number of sites with a length of direct inserts and direct sites of a way less than 300 m long on Angren -Pap site is 62%. On other three sites this indicator less in two and more times.
While analyzing the data characterizing parameters of elements of the plan, it is possible to make the following conclusion: on the existing railroad Tashkent -Andijan, parameters of elements of the plan of a way. And, first of all, radii of circular curves and the length of direct inserts between adjacent curves on Angren -Pap site are the main constraining reason for increase in speed of the movement of passenger trains.
Insufficient length of direct inserts does not allow placement of transitional curves of longer length, will disperse to the train to higher speed. Thus smoothness of the course of the train on curves, as a result, comfort of passengers is also broken.
On Tashkent -Angren, Pap-Namangan -Andijan, Pap-Kokand -Andijan sites, more than a half of direct sites of a way allow to place transitional curves of settlement length and to lift an external rail to the calculated value.
Nearly half (46%) of curves on Angren -Pap site are designed with a radius of 300 m and less. On the Tashkent -Angren site, 22% of curves have the radius of 301 m-400 m. On sites such as Tashkent -Angren, Pap-Namangan -Andijan, Pap-Kokand -Andijan curves with a radius within 501 m -800 m respectively, are 28%, 36%, 25%.
Introduction of the high-speed movement on the existing railroads sharply differ from the organization of the high-speed movement [1] . The experience of Japan, France, Germany, Spain, China and other countries shows that if the high-speed movement of passenger trains can be organized on the existing railroads, it is expedient to organize the high-speed movement of passenger trains on specially-built highways [4] [5] [6] . 9. Speed of passing of railroad switches coincides with the most allowed speed, established on this site. 10. Throughout a site, Tashkent -Andijan is electrified. 11. For an increase in the maximum speed of the movement of passenger trains, carrying out modernization of constant devices, and construction of infrastructure of the railroad is recommended. Thus, at this stage of calculations of investment on carrying out modernization of constant devices and construction of infrastructure on sites of the railroad were not considered. Distinctive features of the Tashkent-Andijan railroad site is that on this single-line site, there is a combined train service for all categories. Therefore, restrictions on the maximum speed of train service on curves is established taking into account safety and smoothness of the movement of all categories of the trains handled on this site, including a high-speed electric train of Talgo -250, with a car body inclination. The calculation of parameters of a curve equally meeting conditions of movement of trains with the maximum speed is made in the sequence given in [7] .
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Electric trains Talgo-250 has opportunity to realize a body inclination to 4z, which is equivalent to the device of an additional eminence of an external rail in curves at a size determined by the formula:
where:
. .c d S -distance between circles of driving of wheels of a rolling stock, for a track of 1520 mm is accepted equal 1600 mm; ϕ -the body inclination size measured in radians.
The additional eminence of an external rail determined by the formula (1), for a car body inclination on 2,7º (or 4º) to make 78 mm (112 mm).
Minimum values of an eminence of an external rail 
THE DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
On the basis of the analysis of parameters of elements of the plan (a longitudinal profile), results of the traction calculations carried out were established as follows: 1. The reasons for restriction of speed at the level of 90, 120, 140, 160, 180 and 200 km/h. 2. Separate sites, curves or adjacent curves on which the maximum speed of the movement of passenger trains at the available parameters of a way have to be limited to speeds 90, 120 km/h. Calculations show that lifting speed restriction for the movement of passenger trains on all sites, except for Angren-Pap site allow to reach the average speed of trains of 110 km/h -150 km/h. This reduce the time spent by passengers on the way by 3.9 hours (40% reduction).
The most intensive reduction of time of the course of the train and respectively increase, on average, speed to happen within the maximum speed of 70 km/h -160 km/h (Fig. 5) . In the followingt range of the speed of 160 km/h -200 km/h, increase in average speed and reduction of time of the course of the train to occur less intensively.
Dependence of change of reduction of time of the course of the train on the level of the maximum speed for Tashkent -Namangan -Andijan, and Tashkent-Kokand -Andijan routes, can be described by equations (5) 
